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REAR FACING CHILD
SAFETY SEATS ARE NOW
REQUIRED BY PA STATE LAW!
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration has set recommendations for infant passengers to be buckled
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in a rear-facing car seat until they weigh at least 20 pounds and are at least one year old.
Now, however, the legislators of the commonwealth have passed a law that “require children under age 2 in
Pennsylvania to use the rear-facing seat until they outgrow the maximum weight and limits designated by the
manufacturer.” This law has been put into place as of August 12, 2016.

FALL 2016

With this in mind here are the overall laws concerning how to buckle your child in a motor vehicle:
 Children under 2 years old follow the new law as stated above.
 Children ages 2-4 years old must be buckled into a child–safety seat.
 Children ages 4-7 years old must be buckled into a child booster seat.
 Children 8 and over must be buckled in with the regular seat belt.
Information Provided by:“Headline Harrisburg” State Capitol Newsletter
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DEER SEASON IS BACK!
ANOTHER REMINDER TO BE A
DEFENSIVE DRIVER!
On a yearly basis, every motorist in Pennsylvania has a 1 in 77 chance of having a deer-related
collision. This may not seem like a big number, but considering Pennsylvania’s population - that adds up to about 155,844
known deer-related collisions a year JUST in this state! Across the entire country this number increases heavily to about
one million that result in the death of 200 Americans, more than 10,000 personal injuries and approximately $1 billion in
vehicle damage. So stay alert when driving, especially in the peak months of October, November and December!
QUICK HIGHLIGHTS ON DEER COLLISIONS!
 Pennsylvania is ranked one of the highest states concerning deer collisions.


If you spot one deer, there are usually more! Stay alert and reduce your speed.



When driving at night, use your high beams to increase visibility - especially where deer
crossing signs are posted.
If a deer accident does occur, take pictures of the damages for when you report the claim to your insurance company





- deer collisions are comprehensive claims.
Do not attempt to touch an injured deer! It could react and injure itself more, or injure you! Call the police for help.
If you are stranded, call 610-363-9111, for roadside assistance from the Crawford’s crew!
Information Provided by: The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com

Member of The Pennsylvania Collision Trade Guild

Last but not least, have fun!
We want to make sure everyone has a fun Halloween this year, but more importantly, a safe one.
Never let a child trick-or-treat on their own, it gets darker earlier and earlier as fall sets in and we do not want youngsters
running around the streets by themselves. Make sure your child is either with you or another responsible adult.
We highly suggest putting reflective material on your child’s costume to increase visibility for the
motorists driving through neighborhoods. Use sidewalks wherever possible. Also, make
sure to bring a flash light for better visibility while walking from house to house!

Happy Halloween from the Crawford’s Crew!
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Leaves aren’t dangerous … or are they?
Some tips from Crawford’s for the season of Fall!
It is very common for people to be unaware of the dangers that those colorful fall leaves can bring once they start falling from the
branches. But this overlooked danger is what causes a great number of car accidents in the months before winter.
 Wet leaves can be just as dangerous as black ice.
 The leaves can hide various issues in the road, such as large potholes, which if you hit
unexpectedly could cause you to lose control of your vehicle.
 Turning too quickly on wet leaves can cause the vehicle to lose traction on the ground,
causing your vehicle to skid.
 The biggest contributor to wet leaves’ danger is that people aren’t aware that they could
cause harm and ignore that there could be risks entirely. Staying alert while driving on the
roads this fall will keep you safe.
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SHOPPING FOR AUTO INSURANCE?
It Makes Good Sense To Call Your Body Shop and Find Out Which
Insurance Companies Will Pay For Proper Parts and Repair
Procedures Before You Purchase Your Policy.
Customers, friends and relatives often ask us which

is important because most policies will dictate the use of

insurance company is the most responsible when paying for

alternative / imitation automobile parts. FYI - There are

collision coverage. A body shop has to deal with pretty much

insurance companies that will offer you an OEM parts

all of them so you can bet we have a good idea which

endorsement that we highly recommend.

company you should be buying your coverage from. This article
is not written to promote one or two companies over the



Original Vehicle Manufactured OEM replacement glass?

others but we can make a few suggestions that will help you
choose an insurer that will be responsive to your auto repair



MECHANICAL

REFINISHING

AUTO BODY REPAIR

TOWING & RECOVERY

Travel Preparation for those long holiday season drives to see family and friends:
 ALWAYS check the weather forecast before leaving for a trip.
 Give yourself plenty of time to get to your destination.
 Do not go out in bad weather conditions, wait for the roads to be clear.
 Stock your vehicle in case of unexpected emergency!:
 Snow shovel and ice scraper
 Sand or kitty litter in case your vehicle gets stuck in the snow.
 Jumper cables
 Flashlights
 Blankets to help stay warm if you are stranded
 Cell phone charger
 Food, water and any necessary medicine.
Always, ALWAYS make sure that you
 First Aid Kit
Information Provided by: www.safercar.gov

and your passengers are wearing seat belts!
NEVER TEXT AND DRIVE!

based on Pennsylvania State Consumer Protection Law or
the insurance industry controlled data?

when you look at a company’s reputation for paying
claims. Speak with several insurance agents and ask them



Will your auto policy include car rental/transportation

right up front if they can spend time with you while you

reimbursement that will provide a comparable vehicle

are shopping for automobile coverage. Choose one or two

while your vehicle is under repair?

and expect a personal appointment where you can sit and
discuss your options before you buy.
2.

If you are involved in an accident and the vehicle is
declared a total loss - will your automobile settlement be

Neighbor” and “You’re in Good Hands” that mean nothing

BELIEVE IT OR NOT - WINTER IS RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER.
START PREPARING NOW!
It’s never too early to get your car serviced, start the colder seasons off by getting a full service check on your car.
This could include checking various parts in the car such as:
 The battery
 The cooling system.
 Tires
 Know how old your tires are - integrity of tires can lessen over a long period of time.
 Check tire pressure and make sure they are filled to the manufacturer’s recommended inflation pressure.
 Windshield washer fluid
 Windshield wipers and defrosters



all propaganda and slogans such as “Like A Good

With over 65 years of experience serving the Downingtown area, you know you can count on Crawford’s!
Our crew is equipped with the skills and craftsmanship it takes to get your vehicle back to you in it’s pre-loss condition!
Stop by our office for more information on how Crawford’s can assist you!

As the weather gets cooler and cooler, make sure your vehicle stays well maintained. You never know when you could break down
and you especially don't want it to happen when it’s freezing outside.

will you be covered for towing and/or road service?

We do not recommend television and radio commercials
as good methods to use while shopping for insurance. It’s

If your vehicle requires towing or accident recovery
services from an accident or a mechanical breakdown,

needs.
1.

If your windshield or other glass is broken can you expect



Be aware of discounts and gimmicks such as the Full Tort
and Limited Tort options the agent may be pushing onto

Ask the agent for a copy of the auto insurance policy

you. Remember Full Tort allows you to file a claim for

(contract) before you purchase the policy. If they provide

pain and suffering whereas Limited Tort limits your ability

you with a policy take it home and study the language,

to collect for personal injury.

especially the Limits Of Liability, before you purchase it. If
you are unsure what to look for bring the policy to us and
we will sit with you and explain the positives and the
negatives. If they do not have a copy of the policy tell



In the event of a loss will you be entitled to a physical
hands–on inspection by a PA State Licensed Appraiser
versus the now popular photo-estimate?

them you will not purchase coverage without reading the
policy first. You would not buy any other product without
physically inspecting it. Why would you purchase

insurance without fully understanding the product?
There are several questions that you should ask before
purchasing a policy, here are a few:


If you’re involved in an accident will you have the right to
choose the repair facility of your choice? Pennsylvania
State Law protects your right to choose, however, many
insurance companies will attempt to steer you into their
network of repair shops.



Can you expect new original manufacturer (OEM) parts
replaced on your vehicle in the event of an accident? This

These questions are important to ask an insurance
company before you purchase their products. Do NOT be afraid
to demand a pro-consumer automobile policy. As a policyholder
you are entitled to have your vehicle returned to pre-loss/pre-

accident condition. If you need our help, please feel free to call
our office at anytime. The insurance coverage you purchase
helps us return your damaged vehicle back to its original
condition.

